Snowman Scarf

25 (or a few more) rows for head in white: start with long tail in order to run through end and gather; can use a flat yarn, sparkled or eyelash.

15 black for hat brim (likely a flat worsted yarn); rehang to 1st row of black to close hat brim.

5 hat band color (nice if it matches tie)

300 (or more) black; leave tail to kitchener ends off squarely as top hat.

Bow tie: 10 stitches wide, 80 rows long; run tail through ends.

Sew details or use buttons for eyes, nose, mouth.

A carrot nose can be made by rehanging 4 stitches centered in the face portion (brim of hat to bottom of cylinder) and a suitable orange yarn; knit back and forth 5 rows; run yarn through end and back to head; pass end yarns through mesh and tie on back.

Tie bow at bottom end; may want to add a candy cane (pipe cleaners) or bell.